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Monitoring Emerging Military Technologies

The structure of todzty’s milik{ry forces is largely f~ture, yet l~ndefincd threats or, zdtcrnativcly, to sus-

prcdicatcd all the eruption of conflict between nations, r~in our qualitative margin of superiority in this period

particularly industrialized nations with Iargc supp(>rtiilg of Linccrtainty. Proponents of the status quo doubt this
infrastructures. But as the weapons of industri:d age logic, particularly since it cdOs into question the mas-

\varfare have become more and more lethal, the likcli- sive >ind continuing investment in existing mili~dry

hood of violent inter-state conflict between grczit na- forces. Other skeptics wonder if the proposed revolu-

tions seems to be declining. tion is just an(>ther bid for new milirary spending ar a

Furthermore, a military designed for superpower time when other needs secm more compelling.

conilict is ill equipped to dtid with today’s resurgence Cefiainly a revolution in information technology and in

of sub-national warfare, ethnic violence and rcgi(>wal its exploitation for war is well undeway. Ever greater

insurgcncics, even if the will to intervene existed. Tbc quantities of dzlta mn be transmitted faster and more

most sophisticated surveillance systems and the most widely than ever before. Enthusiasts say that the milir~

>Idvanced “brilliant” munitions have limited utility to ;lppl ications of inforrn~t ion technology, cmbodled in mi-

rcsolvc a Bosnia-type war. crominiaturc weapons systems, will drastically alter the

A Case of Superpower Obsolescence?
shape of fiture mihta~ forces. Large numbers of minia-
turized, mass-produced, precision-gtided wrapons muld

According to historian Martin wan Creveld, “The in theo~ ovewhelm and outpetiom today’s mnvention-

shift from conventional war to low-intensity conflict al wu’lpons zit a fiactic)n of their cost.
will cause many of today’s weapons systems, including Although emerging technologies could hzsten the

specifically those that are most powerful and most ad- obsolcscence of the tanks, planes, submarines and air-
wanced, to be assigned to the scrap-heap. Very likely it craft carriers that have been the elements of twentieth
also will put an end to Iarge-srale nlilivary-technological century warfare, that will not happen anytime soon,
research and development as wc undcrsrand it today. ” bec~use no nation appears to have both the will and the

The end of the Cold War has alrtiady led to a loss of means to make it happen. Moreover, because Congres-

momentum in milira~ innovation, especially alnong sional hawks are wedded to the large, expensive weap-

potential U.S. adversaries. “The pace and variety and ons programs of the Pate Cold War era and their imme-

intensity” of foreign milivary technology development diatc follow-ons—such as the F-22 fighter and the
“is not what it was at the height of the Cold War, ” stys Seawolf submarine—the emergence of the military of
the Defense Intelligence Agency, “because so many the 21st century may actually be delayed by further

countries just can’t afford it. ” huge investments in weapons systems designed for con-

Still, mifita~ research and development continues; flicts of the past.

though in the absence of a supe~ower adversa~, it If a major ncw adversary were to arise, the advanced
increasingly depends on and derives from advances in the military technologies that are now c)n the horizon could

comercial sedor. According to the National Resdarch (continued on next page)

Council, it is qtite possible that the way that war is fought
“will change much more bemeen 1Y90 and 2020 than it
did bemeen 1915 and 1945 because the pace of techno- Thti newsletter was prepared by FA S .$taffer

logical chmge is faster now than it was then.” Steven Afrergood with the support ofagrclnt jrom

In fact, many now speak of a “revolution in military the New-Land Foundation. It reviews the statu~ of

affairs, ” anticipating dramatic changes in milita~ a number ofemerging technology area and pro-
forces made possible by advanced technology. Despite vides a preliminary assessment oftheir prospects

the lack of a superpower threat to wdtional security, and implication.

such a revolution is needed, advocates say, to meet

Me~cd Marijuana—1% FAS Award for %bhc Service to Jeremy J. Ston%15
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(continued from page 1)

prove to be a double-edged sword that coldd be turned
effectively against the United States, particularly con-
sidering our enormous investment in more convention-
al weapons systems. Furthermore, as the most techno-
logically sophisticated of nations, the U.S. may para-

doxically be the most vulnerable to certain emerging
weapons technologies. This vulnerability is tnost clear-

ly evident with respect to our profound dependence 01:
information technologies for everyday transactions as
well as for national security, and the corresponding

threat posed by some varieties of “information war-
fare. ” Such considerations should motivate appropri-

ate defensive measures as well as limits on the develop-
ment and usc of some new offensive systems.

There is a wide r;inge of other cmcrgil]g military

technologies that will continue to require prudc]]t over-
sight. Advances in genetic engineering in recent dec-
ades, for example, have revived concerns about the
dangers of biological weaponry. Since the Biological

and Toxin Weapons Convention was signed in 1972. it
has become technologically easier to produce :~ttd de-
liver biological weapons. Overall, biotechnology has

been advancing Paster than its consequences have bcell
evahtated, with enormous potential for good and ill.

Ear Good or 111? N’o C@rtiln Answers

So-called “non-lethal weapons” may bring the ad-
vantages of advanced technology to law enforcement
and peacekeeping missions, or they may simply lower

the threshold for the outbreak of violent conflict by
offering the false promise of a benign battlefield. Or, of

course, they may prove to be utterly insignificant.
Other issues of political and strategic impact may

arise with respect to novel space technologies, nano-
technology, artificial intelligence and robotics, and nu-
merous other technological frontiers.

As research and development in these technologies
proceed, there will be oppoflunities and dangers that

will require carefil review and consideration. Does a
particular new technology pose a unique threat to ma-
tional or global security? Does it offer a significant new

capability? Could it enable a dramatic reduction in
military spending? Does it have corollary effects that
would violate accepted humanitarian or other norms?
Could its development othemise dismpt the interna-
tional order or threaten basic liberties?

Given the potent~al impacts of technological ad-

vancement, it is a matter of some urgency to begin to
envision the advantages and drawbacks of emerging
military technologies, and to consider whether their

continued development should be selectively encour-
aged or opposed. Whh this in mind, FAS has initiated a
project on emerging technologies and will continue to
provide periodic updates on important developments.

—Steven Afteqood
❑
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A REVOLUTION IN MILITARY AFFAiRS?

The emergence of new technologies heralds a “revolu-
tionary” development in the conduct of warfare, according
to the Department of Defense and many military analysts.
This purported revolution is being offered by Pentagon

planners as the organizing principle for the design of the
military force structure of the near future.

Notion of “Revolution” IS w~despread

The notion of a “military technical revolution” or a
“revolution in military affairs’’ —both of which are terms
that originated in Soviet military thought—has become

endemic in the literature of defense analysis. An astonish-
ing number of professional journal articles have been de-

voted to asking what a military revolution is, whether one
has already begun, and what if anything should be done
about it. In late 1993, the Secretary of Defense estziblishcd

a Revolutionary in Military Affairs project “in order to
better understand and exploit the potential for revolution-

ary changes in warfare. ”
There have been three such revolutions in the twentieth

century, according to a Pentagon memorandum on the

subject (borrowing directly from Soviet military Iitera.
ture), which have fundamentally altered military conflict:

In the period between 1917 and 1939, internal combus-
tion engines, armored vehicles, improved aircraft designs,

and radio and radar were harnessed in new operational
concepts and organizational structures to produce the
blitzkrieg, carrier warfare at sea, and strategic aerial bom-

bardment.
A second revolution in the 1950s was brought about by

the incorporation of nuclear weapons, development of jet
aircraft, ballistic missiles, and advances in electronics.

The third revolution began in the 1970s and 80s with the

aPPllcatlOn Of cluise missiles to theater warfare, the “se of
satellites for reconnaissance, communications and global

positioning information, stealthy aircraft and precision
guided munitions. This revolution culminated in the Gulf
War of 1991 “where the enormous potential of the integra-

tion of weapons systems with information networks began
to be realized, ”

The current, or pending, revolution in military affairs is
predicated largely on the exploitation of new information

technologies that promise an unprecedented degree of de-
tailed and near-instantaneous data on battlefield condi-

tions along with the ability to coordinate and execute battle
plans with extraordinary precision and lethality. And just
over the horizon, according to the Army, is yet another
revolution based on advances in biotechnology.

Military analysts emphasize that a military technical rev-
olution is not simply a matter of introducing advanced
technology, but that it also requires an appropriate revi-
sion of military institutions and practices. “In 1940, ” a
recent Army doctrine manual notes, “ranks, improved air-
craft designs, and radios were available to both the French
and the Germans. However, it was the Germans who

adapted their organizations, procedures, and tactics to
transform the trench warfare of World War I into the

blitzkrieg. ”
Accordingly, the new Pentagon Revolution in Milivary

Affairs (RMA) project has begun to examine how the
military services could be reformed to take advantage of
new and emerging technologies. A series of wargames was
conducted last summer under the auspices of the RMA to
investigate organizational and operational changes that
might be made to maximize the advantages of new technol-

ogies.
It is too early to assess the impact of the Pcntagon>s

Revolution in Military Affairs initiative, although it is clear
from the volume of d~scussion it has generated that the idea
itself has captured the imaginations of many analysts inside
and outside the military. But a few preliminary observa-

tions ran already be made and some questions posed for
future clarification.

The RMA begs the question: What is the threat? What
kind of wars will the United Seates be fighting in the next
few dccadcs? Obviously, a military force must be config-
ured differently to fight a technc] logical peer than to sup-

press civil unrest in a technologically primitive nation, Sub-
national or metanational threats (religious movements or
international criminal organizations) may engender alto-

gether new “styles” of warfiare.
“Every war that the United States has fought has been

different from the last, ” the U.S. Army Science and Tech-
nology Master Plan notes, “and different from what de-
fense planners had envisioned. ,’ Moreover, “History sug-
gests that we most often deter the conflicts that we plan for
and actually fight the ones we do not anticip ate.,’ Long-

term planning is accordingly a difficult and even paradoxi-
cal task, and creates a temptation to support all imaginable
contingencies at all costs.

eee

1s the Pentagon’s Revolution in Military Affairs a scam?

Could it be just another, more seductive way of packaging
military programs to help sustain defense budgets at a time
when the longstanding military justification for existing

structures and programs has diminished sharply? Certain-
ly, tbe fervor with which “revolution,, has recently been
embraced in military circles is peculiar.

“NO other cadre of professionals flings about concepts
like change and revolution with greater abandon than
American soldiers,,, writes A.J. Bacevich in the conserva-
tive journal The National Interest (Fall 19Y4), It appears
that “no gadget or gizmo is without revolutionary implica-

tions,” he writes. “High-tech rations revolutionize the way
soldiers are fed. High-tech nozzles revolutionize the way
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trucks are fueled. High-tech dog tags revolutionize the first
sergeant’s approach to counting noses. ” In short, much of
tbe talk of revolution is self-serving and not quite credible.
“The military’s recent discovery that war itself is being

revolutionized is only another example of [the] compulsion
to convey an image of technc> -chic. As an overarching
framework for change, the Military Revolution purports to
integrate reform undertaken at many levels and on many
fronts. It endows military thought with a sheen of coher-

ence. It implies depth and spaciousness, And it makes for
great looking charts and slogans. ”

eee

Could the Revolution in Military Affairs enable deep cuts
in the military budget? Could the adoption of “revolution-

ary” new technologies facilitate significant reductions in
military spending by maintaining or even increasing the
efficiency and effectiveness of the U.S. military at a sharp-

ly reduced cost? Already, the development of stand-off
weapons like cruise missiles launched far from the battle-

field has eroded the justification for large, expcllsive, new
penetrating platform systems. (Many of these stand-off
weapons, however, still tend to be quite expensive and, in

any case, we keep building the large platforms. )
“Bringing innovations to fruition will often be expen-

sive, ” writes Stephen Peter Rosen in Winning the Next

War. But historically, “initiating an innovation and bring-
ing it to the point where it provides a strategically useful
option has been accomplished when money was tight. ”

Savings could also accrue from the fact that many ad-
vanced technologies are being independently pursued in
the commercial sector, drastically reducing development

and acquisition costs. And according to a report of a
roundtable discussion sponsored by the Office of the Sec-

retary of Defense, “New organizational structures could
also potentially have concealed cost savings— e.g. ‘virtual
brigades’ would be less expensive to maintain than tradi.
tional military units. Entirely new types of organizations
(e.g. information warfare brigades) could replace multi-

ple, redundant functions in the current force structure,
potentially reducing troop requirements. Information
technology developments (e.g. downlinking command in-

formation directly to the soldier on the battlefield) could
also potentially enable layers of staff to be eliminated, thus
flattening organizational structures.’,

Whether the Revolution in Military Affairs turns out to

be a major turning point in tbe history of the U.S. military,
or merely a widespread rhetorical fantasy, the underlying

technological trends are real enough. And while advances
in key technologies such as information processing are led
by the private sector, the Defense Department maintains a
research and development budget of around $30 billion per

year.
The following sections of this report present snapshots

of some of the key technology areas that are now under
development or that are expected to emerge within the
near future. ❑

THE INFORMATION EXPLOSION

Rapid advances in information technology are driving an
information revolution within the U.S. military. The Per-
sian Gulf War, which has been termed the first information

war, indicated the potential of new information technol-
ogies, as well as some of their limitations, and has generat-
ed increased emphasis and investment in their application
tc) warfighting.

Of course, information has always been a central com-
ponent of warfare. In general terms, information about an
enemy’s intentions and actions will define one’s response.
Precise information about enemy forces z!nd capabilities is
essential for targeting and damage assessment. And de-

tailed knowledge concerning one’s own forces is necessary
for effective employment of those forces. Wars ca” be

lc~st due to insufficient or incorrect information,
or due to too much information delivered too late or unin-
telligibly.

Given their essential and often decisive role, inf(lrma.
tion systems are an obvious target for attack. In modern
times, the Soviet Union developed what was probably the

first full-fledged doctrine of information warfiare, known as
Radio Electronic Combat, which aimed to disable an ene-

my’s command and control infrastructure through bomb-
ing, electronic warfare and deception. Echoes of this ap-
proach were evident in the beginning [If Desert Storm,
when the first Iraqi targets to be destroyed were radar

stations near the Saudi border.

Info Technology Expands Exponentially

What is new is the remarkable and continuing accelera-
tion in the development of information technologies. The

information systems of the near future promise to reduce if
not eliminate the proverbial “fog of war,, by collecting,
processing and disseminating vast quantities of informa-
tion throughout the “battlespace” and beyond.

“By 2020 there will be so much information to collect,

analyze, assess, synthesize, and disseminate that the quan-
tity will present a challenge of such magnitude as to be
almost incomprehensible ,“ states a recent Air Force study

entitled Spacecast 2020. “Constructing an information ar-
chitecture to selectively capture, process, and use informa-

tion is a critical priority. ”
Information processing capacity is now doubling every

one and a half to three years, notes Martin C, Libicki of the
National Defense University, and each successive genera-

tion is not only faster, but cheaper, smaller and less power.
consumptive as well. In a fascinating study entitled The

Mesh and the Net: Speculations on Armed Conflict in a
Time of Free Silicon, Libicki extrapolates from current
trends to declare that “Free silicon is inevitable; more
precisely, unlimited amounts of information acquisition,
processing, storage, and transmission capability will be

available from indefinitely small and inexpensive pack-
ages. “
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Put another way, a current military computer performs
more than 300 million computations per second. “In terms

of biological systems, that places it about geometrically
intermediate between a worm and a bee, ” notes physicist

Gregory H. Canavan of Los Alamos. “Over approximate-

ly the next forty years,” Canavan projects, “information
processing will improve about a factor of [two to the 20th

power]” or about a million times, corresponding to a tril-

lion connections. “That will make machines that are ‘bril-
liant squared, by today’s standards, but in absolute terms,
they will be about as smart as chickens.,’ By way of coln-
parison, human computational capacity corresponds to
about 1,000 trillion connections. (Of course, computers
are already “smarter” than humans by some important

criteria, including some forms of information acquisition,
processing, and memory.)

In any case, the growing availability of cheap, compact
and powerful information systems is likely to change the
conduct of warfare in ways that cannot be fully anticipated.

Some of the changes that can be anticipated, and that
indeed have already begun, are discussed below.

The Digitized Battlefield

The use of digital information technology, according to
the U.S. Army, represents the foundation for land warfiare
in the 21st century.

Advanced digital technology will enable forces at all
levels to quickly receive orders, to exchange intelligence,

to maintain electronic fixes on enemy and friendly forces,
and to synchronize targeting. The efficient dissemination
of information across the battlefield will maximize “situa-
tional awareness. ”

For example, one of the first systems to be adopted in
the Army’s digital battlefield approach is called the Inter-

5

Vehicular Information Sys-
tem (IVIS), which is in-

stalled in the MIA2

Abrams Tank. This system
is used to enhance commu-
nications with other tanks
on the battlefield. Among

its other features, IVIS
automatically notifies other

friendly ranks of its position
every 15 minutes, or after
every 100 meters of mOve-
ment. Thus, tankers can re-
main constantly aware of

the location of other friend-
ly vehicles far beyond visual

contact. Other new digital
technologies are being ap-
plied to targeting and navi-
gation systems. Due to re-
source limitations, most of
these near-term develop-
ments are being adopted in

the form of selective up-
grades to existing systems. (It may be noted that this ap-
proach hardly signifies a revolution, and may actually gen-

erate new inefficiencies due to incompatibilities among
diverse systems.)

On the intelligence front, new information technologies
will continue to play a transformative role, To cite a single
example, the Defense Intelligence Agency has recently
begun to assemble a digital database, code named Argus,

that will catalog all available data on all known weapons

sYstems, fOreign and dOmestic. Weapon “signatures, ” in-
cluding radar, seismic, magnetic, visible, and infrared
data, will be consolidated from a number of far-flung

sources and will ultimz~tely become available on-line on
demand and in useful formats. (Washington Technology,

9/12/94)

Digitization will “bring everyone into the fight simulta-
neously” and in a coordinated fashion, the Army says.
“Every shooter is shooting, every decider is deciding and

every supporter is supporting. Full unity of effort and the
enhanced battle command capability allow the commander
to control the battlespace, the operational tempo and the
environment. ”

That’s the theory, at least. The reality is rather more
ambiguous. As Army General Paul E. Funk bas observed,
“With the increased speed, range, lethality and real-time

communication capabilities of the modern battlefield
comes a directly proportional increase in the chaos on that
battlefield, ” In other words, as ever more information
becomes accessible (or unavoidable), the task of process-

ing and managing that information becomes ever more
challenging.

Tbe first large-scale test of new digital technology, the

April 1994 Advanced Warfighting Experiment called De-

sert Hammer VI, was less than satisfactory. In this exercise
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held at Fort Irwin, California, a digivally equipped battal-
ion-sized vask force was defeated by its conventionally
equipped counterpart, The undigitized, but tactically

adept Opposing Force (OPFOR) out-thought and out-
fought its futuristic foe, spoofing digital infrared sensors by
creating false heat source targets, and minimizing electro-
magnetic emissions that could be detected by the digitized
force. (In fairness it should be noted that the OPFOR,

which is resident at Fort Irwin, almost always defeats the
units which are brought in for battle training there. )

Furthermore, the digital battlefield technologies adopt-

ed turned out to be immature and to require more soldier
training than had been provided. Even tanks equipped

with the IVIS digital locators were not immune to fratricid-
al attacks on one another. In short, “The goal of creating a
battalion task force, seamlessly linked across battlefield

operating systems, proved elusive ,“ according to an offi-
cial assessment obtained by the newsletter Inside the

Army.
Nevertheless, the Army remains enthusiastic about tbe

concept of digitizing its weapons systems and support in-
frastructure. The wargame Desert Hammer VI, they say,
served its purpose by highlighting the areas where im-
provement is still needed. Given sufficient resources, the
Army hopes to have a digitized brigade by 1997, a digitized
division by 1998, and a fully digitized force by 2010.

Simulations

New technologies are creating a capability to conduct
warfighting simulations with unprecedented verisimili-
tude. The impofiant new capability promises to improve
military training, to enhance battle preparedness, and to

streamline the weapon acquisition process. It should also

help save some money.
“WC cannot afford the time nor the dollars to place large

formations of soldiers and expensive prototypes in the field
simply to test hypotheses, ” says Army Chief of Staff Gen-
eral Gordon R. Sullivan. “Instead we arc investigating the
future through the use of simulation s.”

Simulated warfighting, of course, has always been an

important part of military planning. The ancient Jewish
historian Josephus Flavius wrote “The Remans are sure of
victory, for their exercises are battles without bloodshed,
and their battles are bloody exercises. ”

As recently as the 1970s, the U.S. Army trained its

soldiers against an ad hoc group of opponents, fighting a
low-tech, pre-scripted battle that had no particular doctrin-
al relevance to any real conflict that might ever be fought.
These ante-information age exercises “smacked a lot of
cowboys and Indians, ” according to an Army historian,

“with very stupid, indolent Indians.’,
More recently, however, Army combat brigades have

been training “in tbe most realistic conditions short of
actual war, ” according to Army Major John F, Antal.

Military units rotate through the National Training Center
for fourteen day battles against an “enemy” force armed

with Soviet weapons and employing Vactics derived from
Soviet military doctrine. Emulating the Roman ‘battles
without bloodshed ,’ soldiers are equipped with lasers and

laser-sensors that are at?ached to each vehicle, soldier and
weapon. These eye-safe lasers, known as the Multiple In-

tegrated Laser Engagement System (MILES), simulate
the range and effects of a real weapon without producing
casualties, allowing for unscripted, force-on-force engage-
ments and high quality training.

Today, virtual reality simulations &an enable soldiers to

train in high fidelity mockups, at substantial reductions in
spending. Currently, according to the Pentagon’s Defense
Technology Plan, the U.S. spends over $19 billion per year
on individual training costs, not including unit and joint
training exercises. But while it costs an estimated $55 per

mile to drive a real tank, for example, “driving” a high-
tech simulator only costs about $2.50 per mile. However,
the development of effective simulations requires sizable
initial investments that are proving to be an obstacle to
widespread use in the present budget environment.

Computer simulations, of c(>urse, play a tremendously
important role in research and development, military and

otherwise. Simulations permit the designer to optimize a
new design and to reduce, if not eliminate resource-inten-

sive testing, Soldiers can begin to train on weapons that
may not even exist yet. Battle scenarios of ever greater
complexity can be played out, studied, and revised. Ideal-
ly, mistakes can be made in the laboratory or the training
center that will save lives in the field. And for better or

worse, simulations already play a more important role in
the development of military technology than does intelli-
gence about foreign threats.

As simulation technology advances, however, its limita-

tions are becoming apparent, One problem is that many
trainees suffer nausea from the more sophisticated simula-
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tors. The better the simulators become, according to an
Army study, the more people suffer from “simulator sick-

ness. ” This is defined as “a feeling of discomfort that arises
from performing tasks in the simulator, where such dis-
comfort is not elicited when the same tasks are performed
operationally. ”

A more profound limitation has to do with the intrinsic

difficulty of simulating nonlinear systems, which may be
inherently indeterminate. Further, the type Of learning

that is accomplished by a trainee in a simulator, no matter
how sophisticated, may only be partially relewant at best to
what will be required under actual battlefield conditions.

In any case, simulator technology continues to advance

and to gain acceptance. Whatever its limitations, it appears
to be an increasingly important and cost-effective tool for
the military of the future.

New Vulnerabilities

As the development of information technologies accel-
erates and the military exploits them more fully, new vul-

nerabilities are created.
This is due in part simply to the complexity of the tech-

nologies involved. A mundane example of this familiar
problem is the case of the Denver International Airport.
Billed as the most sophisticated, state-of-the-art airport, its

high-tech baggage handling system proved to be a disaster
and led to significant cost overruns and schedule delays.

But milita~ information systems will also face active
threats, not just costly glitches. The information technol-
ogies that serve as force multipliers under favorable condi-

tions can become principal targets for enemies, terrorists,
or others who would wreak havoc.

In its 1991 study entitled Computers At Risk, the Nation-
al Research Council observed that “The modern thief can

steal more with a computer than with a gun. Tomorrow’s
terrorist may be able to do more damage with a keyboard
than with a bomb. ”

In the civilian sector, the increase in computer crime is
keeping pace with the explosive growth of the Internet. In
recent years, the Internet has grown by several thousand
percent to encompass more than 2.2 million computer

hosts and an estimated 20 million users. The number of
reported security incidents, including attacks on military
networks, has grown proportionally, to as many as three
hundred successful or attempted breaches of security re-
ported each month. Security professionals say that the

number of actual computer security violations may exceed
the number reported by perhaps a factor of fifty. The
Pentagon currently spends about $50 million per year spe-
cifically on computer security. That amount may soon rise

to as much as $1 billion per year.
The overwhelming dependence on advanced inforlna-

tion technologies in key sectors of the U.S. economy, and
in the military of today and tomorrow, all but guarantees
that information systems will become an increasingly im-
portant target in times of conflict. As tie most technologi-
cally dependent and sophisticated of nations, the U.S. may

paradoxically be the most vulnerable to information war-
fare.

“The ability of potential adversaries to target and dis-
rupt critical U.S. assets will grow even as our reliance on

these assets does, ” according to a Defense Department
report on the Revolution in Military Affairs obtained by
Inside the Navy. “Even without significant advances in
adversary offensive capabilities, U.S. vulnerability will in-
crease. Even a ‘dumb’ bomb can have crippling effects if it

is well-placed on vital information nodes. ”

Social Implications of the Information Revolution

Whether or not advanced information technologies

“revolutionize” warfare, these technologies will continue
to have a profound impact on social and political structures
and practices.

Beginning from the shared premise that information is

power, optimists and pessimists alike foresee radical con-
sequences flowing from the explosion of information tech-
nology. The creation of multiple new mechanisms of ac-
cessing information tends to flatten existing hierarchies

and, perhaps, to “empower” small social units and individ-
uals.

“The information revolution sets in motion forces that
challenge tbe design of many institutions,” write RAND

analysts J. Arquilla and D. Ronfeldt. “It disrupts and
erodes the hierarchies around which institutions are nor-
mally designed. It diffuses and redistributes power, often
to the benefit of what may be considered weaker, smaller
actors. It crosses borders, and redraws the boundaries of

offices and responsibilities It generally compels
closed systems to open up. ” (Comparative Strategy, vol.
12, no. 2, 1993).

Cassettes, FAX and E-Mail Aided Uprisings

It has been widely noted in recent years that information
can be a most powerful tool against repressive govern-

ments. Islamic fundamentalists fomented revolution
against the Shah in part through distribution of cassette
tapes and players. Fax machines were first introduced into
Poland by the U.S. government in an effort to aid Solidari-

ty. The student uprising at T1ananmen Square likewise
received international support through use of fax ma-
chines. E-mail and other information technologies have

increasingly been used to disseminate information about
atrocities in the Balkans. And so on.

But the hierarchy-leveling effects of the information ex-
plosion do not apply only to dictatorships. As public access
to high quality, interactive information nodes has spread,

new forms of personal interrelationship have begun to
emerge within our own society. Ultimately, it is imaginable
that “virtual” communities couId come to replace actual
physical communities in political importance. Already, it is
not unusual to find individuals who have established closer

relationships with strangers on-line than they have with
their next-door neighbor. While this can be a source of
personal enrichment, it can also represent a form of alien-
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ation from the public sphere. Extrapolating from this
emerging trend, some analysts envision an cnd to the na-

tion-state as a unit of political significance. In any Case,
many foresee dramatic and not entirely positive social

changes driven by new technologies.
“The technology of the computer age does not necessar-

ily make the world permanently safe for democracy and

traditional American values, ” says the National Research
Council in a report on future technologies called STAR 21.

Whereas the military technologies of the modern industrial
era relied upon citizen-soldiers, the technologies of the
information age will tend to rely on elites defined by their
superior technical skills, the NRC pessimistically con-
cludes. “Current international trends toward democracy

may reverse, as computational technologies shift economic
and military power from the masses to technical elites. ”

Revolutionary Television

Although television cannot be considered a new or
emerging technology, it too is being hailed as pregnant
with revolutionary implications for the future of war.

“TV and video are poised to change warfare as exten-
sively and dramatically in the 21st century as radio changed
conflict in this century, for policy makers as well as combat-
ants,” writes Frank J. Stech of the MITRE Corporation,

formerly of Army psychological operations.

Television constitutes “a new threat to the nation’s war
fighting capability,” Army Lt. Coi. Michael D. O’Brien
writes even more breathlessly. “Through the U.S. televi-
sion news media, the enemy has the ability to transmit
from their capital directly into the living rooms of Ameri-
can citizens. They can utilize this media too! to present
their perspective. Enemy leaders will attempt to use this

new weapon to influence the will of the people and quite
possibly the nation’s ability to fight. The United States
must solve this problem before the next conflict. ”

There are two issues raised here. One is the pemasive-
ness of television and the other is its potency in shaping

perceptions.
The global reach of television, particularly since the

advent of Cable News Network, has fundamentally altered
the flow of information throughout world political systems.
“TV news carries information direcdy and immediately to

top leaders, bypassing the entire apparatus of intelligence,
diplomacy, and national security,” observes Stech. Large

bureaucracies that have a long time constant are over-
whelmed by instantaneous reporting of crises in progress
and the demand for instantaneous responses.

The challenge is intensified by the fact that video imag-

ery is a uniquely powerful and seductive form of communi-
cation. This fact is best understood by those who would
resist the charms and idiocies of television. Last year, for
example, Iran’s highest ranking cleric issued an injunction

against the widespread installation of satellite dishes in
Iran intended to intercept Western television (Wall Street

Journal, 8/8/Y4, A1O). Television, according to the ayatol-
lah, infects the country with “cheap alien culture” and
spreads “the family-devastating diseases of the West. ” An-

Chechnya: Russia’s First TV War

“Much more than the impassioned denunciations of
political figures, the images of Russia’s first major tele-
vised conflict appear to be stirring bitter opposition to
what was already an extremely unpopular war. ”

“The government has tbr~atened to revoke NTVS

[Independent Television Networks] license to brmid-
cast, but the station’s mvcrage has been unrelenting.
The pictures and reports apparently have taken their
toll in public opinion about the war: Polls show that

Russians oppose it by more than 2 to l.”
“Another effect of the NTV coverage has been to

puncture the official government line on the war’s pro-
gress.” — The Washington Post, 4 Jan Y5

other Iranian official asserted remarkably that “The ene-
my’s cultural blitz is more dangerous than guns, tanks, and
missiles, ”

The idea that television is a ~nedium or an instrument of
warfare is gaining prominence and poses a growing temp-

tation to the military to deliberately exploit it for purposes
of perception management. “Our next enemy is develop-
ing its skills at this very moment to exploit our freedom of
speech, ” says O’Brien. Consequently, “the real time news
broadcasts from the enemy,s ~~pival should be the focus of

a national counterpropaganda or counter-psyops [psycho-
logical operations] program, ”

The proposed solution to the supposed TV threat is at
least as unsettling as the alleged threat. Drawing on the

literature of semiotics—the theory of signs and symbols—
as well as established advertising techniques, the TV war-
riors would take television’s power to sell Iite beer and
breath mints and use it to mold the public’s attitudes to-
wards the conflict du jour. While this may be nothing new,
the techniques and strategies proposed to accomplish “vis-
ual persuasi on,, are remarkable in their sophistication,

They will also inevitably compromise the integrity of pub-
lic discourse.

Significantly, video warriors offer the broadcast of Patri-
ot interceptors launched against Scud missiles and the
(false) interpretation of Patriot performance as the para-

digm for television warfare. Citing the dramatic video foot-
age and President Bush’s wildly exaggerated assertion that
41 out of 42 Patriots hit their targets, analyst Frank Stech
hails it as “a classic example of presidential semiotics and

operational art in CNN war. ”
Whatever its effectiveness in the Persian Gulf War, the

entire strategy of TV warfare seems predicated on the idea
that television speaks with a single authoritative voice. But
in the unfolding era of the information explosion with its
multiple and multifarious information nodes, that is exact-
ly what it will not do. ❑
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OTHER TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUTURE WAR

While there is a general consensus that “information
technology will be the greatest contributing factor in the
emerging Revolution in Military Affairs, ” as the Pentagon
put it, there is intensive activity in a wide variety of other

technologies that will have implications for the future of
warfare. A few of these technology areas are briefly noted
below.

The Biotech Revolution

The most prominent near-term military concern with
biotechnology is its potential role in biological warfare.
According to the National Research Council, ‘biotechnolo-

gy will change nearly every aspect of our lives; and it will
change the way war is waged. ”

While biological weapons are nothing new, major ad-
vances in biotechnology are certain to test the Biological

Warfare Convention of 1972, which prohibits the develop-
ment, production or use of biological organisms for the
purposes of warfare.

Without a strong verification regime that itself utilizes

advanced technology, such as remote sensors, concealed
production of the so-called “poor man’s nuclear bomb” in

a dual-use facility remains a possibility. For as little as $40
one can “depopulate” a square mile using anthrax spores,
which are easily producible, viable in air for hours, and
over 95 percent fatal. Chemical weapons cost about

$100,000 for the same effect, according to Conrad V. Ches-
ter of Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Consequently, an important near-term priority is to im-
prove defensive capabilities against milivary or terrorist use
of biological weapons. These include enhanced detector

systems for field deployment and vaccines, none of which
currently exist for many important BW agents.

But biotechnology has implications that go far beyond

biological weapons and that, unlike many other techno-
logical endeavors, can fairly be termed revolutionary. Bio-
tech methods will enable the creation of entirely new mate-

rials. It will become possible to cost-effectively “grow”
materials of specified strength and mass, for example, and

with new “biocamouflage” and “bioantifreeze” proper-
ties.

MasteW of bioproduction mechanisms will enable sol-
diers to generate food, fuel, and materiel from raw materi-
als in the field, allowing for extended operation in remote
areas. Advanced anti-materiel substances will be devel-

oped to damage or disable targeted enemy weapons sys-
tems and infrastructure.

Bionic techniques will be used to establish sophisticated
man-machine intefiaces using neural connections. Inpre-
liminary Air Force experiments, subjects are already con-
trolling flight simulators using “brain actuated control,” in
which sensors similar to those in an electroencephalogram
are used to detect willed modifications of brainwave activi-

ty. (De~ense News, 8/15/94, p.12).

And, of course, in contrast to their potential for improv-
ing health and staving off hunger, gene technologies and
bimolecular engineering could be used to develop a vari-
ety of means to inhibit, modify or damage human perform-
ance, as well as crop and livestock production.

The biotechnology revolution is unfolding more quickly
than its consequences can be understood and assimilated.
Compared to other technologies with military application,

the NRC notes, biotech is “the most rapidly expanding in
terms ofdiscoveries, inventions, and applications.”

The U.S. military has not yet come to terms with this
development. “If you go to any place in the Department of
Defense, you can have a conversation about microelec-
tronic technologies,” said one official quoted in Aerospace
Daily (10/5/94), but “you’re going to have a tough time
finding many places where you can talk about biotechnolo-

gies. ”

Unmanned ~lhtary Veticles

One important technology trend that is already manifest

is an increasing reltianceon unmanned vehicles for certain
milirary missions.

The fact that unmanned systems should be cheaper,
mass-producible, and more dispensable than manned sys-
terns will bring about increased reliance on unmanned aeri-
al vehicles (UAVS) for reconnaissance, intelligence, sur-
veillance, and target acquisition. Last ywar, the Central

Intelligence Agency dcploycd a fleet of UAVs known as
Gnat 750s to conduct surveillance over Bosnia, notes avia-
tion writer Bill Swcetman. The Gnats weigh less than 1000
pounds each and can stay aloft for 24 hours, while relaying
reconnaissance photos via satellite. (Intheir initial deploy-

ment to Bosnia, the performance of the UAVS was degrad-
edbybad weather anddata transmission problems, but is
said to have subsequently improved. )

In the future, the role of UAVs in military operations
will only expand and diversify. With themicrominiaturiza-

tion of sensors and computers, andnew developmentsin
materials and weapons technologies, we will even see
swarms of UAVs that are each “the size of a songbird, ”
says the National Research Council.

The future military will also emphasize the use of un-
manned ground vehicles (UGVS) for~and warfare, “The

core weapon of twentieth-century land war has been the
tank, but the core weapons of the twenty-first century may

be unmanned systems, operating mostly under computer
control,’’ reports the NRCinits STAR2l study.

Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVS) will exploit ad-
vancesin robotics and artificial intelligence, microelectro-

mechanical systems and lethality and, either through au-
tonomous programming ortele-operation, could increas-
ingly replace human soldiers in the field.

“Because they can be much smaller, lighter, and cheap-
er than a soldier or manned platform, [unmanned systems]
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can be deployed in large numbers, ” says the NRC. “They
can be produced secretly and much more rapidly than

soldiers can be trained. They can employ sensors that hu-
mans lack and weapons that no human could accurately

aim or safely fire. They do not tire or grow afraid, and they
can be deployed in places and for tasks where soldiers
cannot or should not be sent. The technology to build them

exists now. ”
The growing capability of, and reliance upon, unmanned

systems could lead to new limitations on human decision-
making in future warfare. As the pace of conflict acceler-
ates in the information age, the question of whether there
will be a “man in the loop” to exercise authority over
automated systems becomes more urgent. The answer, in

some cases, may be no,
Some of the experts who were asked to forecast the

future of military technology for the National Research
Council noted that they “have frequently been told that
the automated decision-making systems [that they envi-

sioned] will not be developed because national leaders will
not tolerate fire/no-fire decisions being made without a

human in the loop. The [NRC] Group believes this is
wishful thinking. National leaders have tolerated land and
sea mines (which make fire/no-fire decisions), harassment

and interdiction fires, chemical warfare, and the nuclear
bombing of civilian populations, If there is a military ad-

vantage in having some decisions made by machines, and
the Group believes that there is, then that advantage will

be exploited.’,

And More

A host of other technology areas, not addressed here,
could also have a significant impact on the shape of wars to
come,

The nanotechnology revolution promises new types of
electronic devices measured on the scale of atoms and
unprecedented control of material processes and designs.

The role of space-based systems, and the possibility of

space-based war, will continue to grow. Directed energy
weapons, including lasers, radio frequency and particle
beam weapons, remain a technology area of military inter-
est and expectation.

Even highly speculative topics such as weather modifica-

tion are receiving renewed attention. “The difficulty,
costs, and risks of developing a weather control system for
military applications are extremely high, ” notes the Air
Force Spacecast2020 report. “However, the potential ben-
efits for national security could be even higher.’,

In all of these areas and others, steady and sometimes

spectacular advances in technology are taking place. Gen-
erally speaking, the NRC concludes, “If the new technol-
ogies are applied vigorously, war will change much more
between 1990 and 2020 than it did between 1915 and 1945,
because the pace of technological change is faster now than
it was then. ”

❑

TECHNOLOGIES FOR PEACE

Can technology create new opportunities for averting
war and promoting peace? The answer is clearly yes, al-
though no one presumes tospeak of a “revolution in peace
technology” and the research and development budget for

advanced peacemaking is rather hard to locate in govern-
ment documents.

Just as technology is used to magnify, extend and focus
human abilities in other domains, it can also be applied to
reduce the likelihood that violent conflict will erupt and to

ameliorate the consequences of warfare.

Technology for Confidence Building

For example, one response to the threat of proliferation
of weaPons of mass destruction is the “proliferation” Of

technologies for monitoring sensitive facilities and for in-

creasing international transparency. This approach is par-
ticu~arly important in areas of regional conflict or instabil-
ity, where the perception of a threat, even when unfound-
ed, can lead to a regional arms race.

The Department of Energy has established a new Coop-
erative Monitoring Center (CMC) at Sandia National Lab-
oratories which is intended to introduce foreign visitors to
a variety of new and current technologies that can be used
to verify compliance with regional arms control and envi-

ronmental agreements,
The purpose of the CMC, according to a Sandia bro-

chure, is “to provide a forum where international and
regional participants can meet to share the extensive U.S.
monitoring and verification experience base, and explore

ways that technology can facilitate implementation of re-
gional confidence building in areas such as arms control,
resource management, and environmental restoration. ”

With a tiny budget of just over $2 million, tbe new
Center is already working to give visitors hands-on experi-
ence with a range of monitoring hardware, software, and
data processing and integration capabilities. These include
cameras and acoustic and seismic sensors, as well as access
to unclassified satellite imagery and data from airborne

sensors. Computer simulations are used to train partici-
pants in the use of sensors to monitor potential agreements
and to help devise applications that are suited to their

particular needs.
“The objective of this project is to establish a prototype

of a regional cooperative monitoring center,” says CMC
program manager Arian Pregenzer, “Center personnel
wiO help international and regional participants in the de-

sign, evaluation, and testing of sharable monitoring sys-
tems for regional confidence building. ”

“Participants may be skeptical when they arrive or they

may be overly optimistic,” Pregenzer says. “Ideally, while
at the center they will achieve a more realistic view of the
capabilities and limitations of technology and acquire new
ways of thinking about the role of technology in regional

confidence building.’,
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In its efforts to promote regional and global security
based on enhanced monitoring and verification regimes,

the new Center has recently participated in several multi-
lateral workshops dealing with the Middle East peace

process, and has hosted representatives from India and
China.

“By promoting communication and cooperative ap-
proaches to resolving regional tensions,” Sandia says, “the
CMC will help achieve important nonproliferation objec-

tives. ” More broadly, wherever miscommunication or
skewed information generate conflict, new technologies
offer sophisticated new opportunities to address them be-
fore they erupt into war.

Remedial Technology

New technologies are also urgently needed to repair the
profound damage that has been done in recent decades
through the prosecution and preparation for war.

Aside from the continuing hazard posed by environmen-
tal contamination, the need for new remedial technologies

is perhaps most evident with respect to threat posed by tbe
use of land mines.

“There is today a global land mine crisis,” writes UN
Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali in Foreign Af-
fairs (September/October 1994). “While it began as a mili-
tary problem, it is now an ongoing humanitarian disaster. ”

At least 85 million land mines, and perhaps twice that

many, are scattered in past and present battle zones, as
well as civilian locales, in 62 countries, according to the

State Department. The number of deployed mines is esti-
mated to increase each year by up to 5 million. There are as
many as 360 distinct types of anti-personnel landmines

produced in 55 different countries, according to a report in
Jane’s Intelligence Review (September 1994).

Long after the conflicts in which the mines were de-
ployed have ended, scores of people around the world
are killed or maimed every day. These minefield consti-

tute “a legacy of death that will continue to affect non-
combatants for years, ” according to the U.S. Foreign Sci-
ence and Technology Center. Thousands of unexploded
munitions even remain in place in Berlin left over from
World War II.

Advanced mine technology development continues
apace to produce more lethal, mobile, and “intelligent”
Pandmines. But as Boutros-Ghali observes, “mine clear-
ance technology, in contrast, has advanced little since the

1940s. New techniques are badly needed. ” Currently,
while most mines cost less than $25, the cost of mine

disposal runs between $300 and $1000 per mine.
While many problems of human conflict are as resistant

to technological solutions as they are to military ones, it is
no less clear that some such problems, like the enduring
horror of buried mines and munitions, can only have tech-
nological solutions. And given a modicum of resources,

new technologies for preventing and recovering from con-
flict can achieve a world of good.

❑

In one n(]n-lethai weapons concept, sric/v foam is
u.~c,d t<>;mm(>b;lize—<)r at lCU.YIto really unnoy—an
adver.~a~.

NON-LETHAL WEAPONS

So-called non-lethal weapons, which are slowly emerg-
ing from the secret “black budget, ” are among the military

technologies of the near future.
According to a March 1991 memorandum from Under

Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, “Non-lethal weap-
ons disable or destroy without causing significant injury or
dam age.” As discussed below, this is a significant miscon-
ception. In any case, Wolfowitz wrote, “A U.S. lead in
non-lethal technologies will increase our options and rein-

force our position in the post-cold war world. ”
Dozens of non-lethal weapons have been proposed or

developed, mostly in laboratory scale models. They en-

compass a broad range of technologies, including chemi-
cal, biological, kinetic, electromagnetic, and acoustic

weapons.
Of course, the arsenal of conventional warfare already

includes systems like electronic jamming devices and anti-
radar missiles that are “non-lethal” in the sense that they

are designed to disable enemy weapons, but only within
the context of armed and deadiy conflict. In contrast, the
proponents of non-lethal weapons appear to hold out a

vision of a relatively benign battlefield.

Sticky foams and “calmatives” would immobilize or se-
date adversaries. Specially cultured bacteria would cor-
rode and degrade components of weapons systems. Opti-
cal munitions would cripple sensors and dazzle, if not
blind, soldiers. Acoustic beam weapons would knock them
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out. Netting and shrouds would thwart the movement of
aircraft, tank, and armored vehicles. These and many oth-
er related technologies have already been demonstrated to

at least a proof of concept level. Still others have been
described that appear to defy a conventional understand-

ing of physics or biomedical science. In some cases, the
proposed technologies raise questions about compliance
with international agreements.

In the aftermath of the Gulf War, the Pentagon created
an initiative to coordinate these diverse research programs

and to plan the acquisition of non-lctha! weapons and their
incorporation into military training and doctrine, Current

funding, which is on the order of several tens of millions of
dollars per year, could grow to more than $1 billion over

the next several years. In 1YY4, the Pentagon received
more than 150 proposals for funding the development of
non-lethal technologies. Additional efforts are separately
underway on a highly classified, special access basis.

The “futuristic” aura of many “o”.lethal weapons has

proved seductive to many, and their advent has been her-
alded by almost entirely uncritical media reports of kinder,

gentler weapons. Basic questions about the meaning and
utility of the new non-lethal technology thrust remain un-
answered and even unasked,

“Non-IethaI”: A Misnomer

The first step in trying to understand the non-lethal
weapons program is to get past the name. Even proponents

concede that non-lethal weapons are not necessarily non-
lethal. So why are they called that? Because the term is
deemed politically attractive.

“It is postulated that major political benefit can be ac-
crued by being the first nation to announce a policy advo-

cating projection of force in a manner that does not result
in killing people,’, writes Dr. John B. Alexander, the di-
rector of non-lethal weapons programs at Los Alamos N-a-
tional Laboratory and a leading figure in tbe field,

Various program names were considered and are still

sometimes used: soft kill, mission kill, less-than-lethal
weapons, noninjurious incapacitation, disabling measures,

strategic immobility, and others.
“Having been through a number of names, I can say that

nothing has had the impact of “non-lethal,,, avers Alexan-
der. The growing prominence of the non-lethal program

tends to validate this perception management strategy.

Fantasy or Comprehensive Solution?

Rebelling against the marketing spin placed on the pro-
gram, analysts across the political spectrum have rejected
the assertion that non-lethal weapons represent a qualita-

tively new development in warfighting or even a fruitful
avenue for investment.

Defense analyst William M. Arkin notes that the resur-

gence of interest in non-lethal weapons was spawned in
part by “the use of special weapons (the Kit 2 carbon-fiber
warheads on Tomahawk sea-launched cruise missiles)

against electrical installations” in Desert Storm. However,
he said, this “non-lethal” application paradoxically “had
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wise largely spared the direct effects of bombing. “Non-
lethal” weaponry, Arkin concludes, is a “fantasy pro.
gram.,’

Likewise, Eliot A. Cohen, writing ir) Foreign Affairs,

declared that “the most dangerous legacy of the Persian
Gulf War [is] the fantasy of near-bloodless use of force. ”

Cohen pointed out that “in the end, a disabling weapon

works only if it leaves an opponent vulnerable to f“il-scale,
deadly fc~rce. ” (The disabled Iraqi electrical generating
stations were subsequently bombed for good measure. )

Official spokesmen concede the point, Frank Kendall, un-
til recently the director of tactical warfare programs at the
Pentagon, says “We’re not looking at this as a new war-
fighting strategy per se, but rather as another effective tool
for the users. ”

u

CONCLUS1ON

Although the notion of a “Revolution in Military Af-
fairs” has been accepted by many military analysts inside

and outside the Defense Department, the one place it has
not been endorsed so far is among Pentagon budget plan-

ners.

Shrinking defense budgets, i“c]uding redu~tion~ in ~e.
search and development, will limit the options for military
investment in advanced technologies. Last year the Clin-
ton Administration ordered the cancellation or delay of

several new major weapons acquisition programs in favor
of increased funding for troop salaries, equipment mainte-
nance, military housing and Other “readi”e~ ~,, “eed~,

“Money is tight and we are choosing people over systems,”
said Deputy Secretary of Defense John Deutch. (The
Washing~on Post, 8/24/94, p. A4).

In any case, military research and development in many
important technologies has been overtaken by the com-
mercial sector. It has reached the point where much mili-
tary R&D has become redundant, or worse, “Major sav.

ings could be achieved by abolishing virtually all the De-
fense Department and military service laboratories,’,
writes Lt. Gen. William E. Odom. “Few of them have
invented anything of note in several decades, and many of
the things they are striving to develop are already available

in the commercial sector. Because they are generally
so far behind the leading edges in some areas, they cause
more than duplication; they also induce retardation and
sustain obsolescence,>, says odom.

While some advanced technologies promise consider-
able savings over the long term, they often require signifi-

cant investment up-front which tends to discourage budget
planners. Even when new technologies are adopted, they
tend to be integrated as enhancements to existing weapons
systems, not as “revolutionary” departures from the status
quo.

(continued on page 14)
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An excellent introduction to issues of warfare U.S. Army, Advanced Wurfighter Experiment, press
in the information age, kit, April 1994.

Fact sheets and briefing papers on future war,

Mazarr, Michael J., The Military Technical Revolu-

tion:A Structural Framework, Center for Strategic U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, “Force
and International Studies, Washington, DC, March XXI Operations: A Concept for the Evolution of

19Y3. Full-Dimensional Operations for the Strategic Army

An overview of the notion and implications of a of the Early Twenty-First Century, ” TRADOC Fam-

military technical revolution. phlet 525-5, Fort Monroe, Virginia, 1 August 1994.

A preliminary treatment of “the conceptual
National Research Council, STAR 21; Strategic Tech- foundations for conduct of future operations

nologies for the Army of the Twenty-First Century, involving the US Army of the early twenty-first

National Academy Press, 1992, 311 pages. century. ”
A sober, understated review of a range of key
technology areas and their potential application Van Creveld, Martin, The Transformation of War,
to the Army of the future. The Free Press (NY), lY91,254 pages.

An illuminating account of the nature and evo-
lution of war.
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(condnued from page 12)

Nevertheless, technology marches on, for better or
worse, and the emergence of new technologies will contin-

ue to pose important challenges for policy makers and citi-
zens.

Military planners must be concerned about the implica-
tions of advanced technologies in the bands of potential

U.S. enemies. It is not possible to guarantee or to assume
that all future conflicts will be lopsided affairs in which the
U.S. wields advanced weapons to gain swift victory against
a befuddled foe. Indeed, many of the key technologies that
constitute the “technical,’ part of the “military-technical
revolution,, are being developed independently by many

other nations.
“The U.S. leads or shares the lead in most areas of

research and technology applied to advanced weapons sys-
terns, ” according to the U. S, Army Science and Technol-
ogy Master Plan. “However, other nations, notably Japan,

France, Germany, and the United Kingdom, are superior
in some areas. The Russian Republic has strong capabili-
ties in many military aspects of technologies. Other coun-
tries offer niches of excellence. ,,

The growing internationalization of advanced technol-
ogies, including military systems, raises the question of
whether and how to control certain applications of such

technologies.
Already, amendments to the laws and conventions of

war are being urged to prohibit the use of anti-personnel
Iandmines and blinding weapons. Other candidates for

preemptive arms control or other limitations will emerge
as new technologies mature, National and international
institutions will be challenged to define appropriate stan-

dards for the development and use of these technologies
and to overcome the perceived competitive advantage in
their early acquisition.

In some technology areas, new measures will be
required to assure the transparency of the development

process. In other areas, a degree of secrecy will be appro-
priate.

Predictions about future technologies, like those about

other topics, are naturally unreliable, except perhaps as an
indication of what will not happen. The following observa-

tions of the National Research Council, however, seem
well-founded in experience and have the ambiguous ring of
truth,

The NRC concludes that future weapons systems, “like

any revolutionary technical development, will disrupt ex-
isting military structures and industrial competencies, Es-

pecially when adopted too soon, they will be expensive and
often will not work. When they do work, they will remain
vulnerable to enemy countermeasures. They cannot be

trusted blindly or simply substituted for humans; they re-
quire understanding on their own terms. They are sur-
rounded by cycles of exaggerated expectation and disilh-
sionment. In general, they will not be welcomed. ”

-Steven Aftergood

❑

FAS ENDORSES RESEARCH
ON MEDICAL MARIJUANA

On November 15, FAS reletlsed a petition, and back-
ground paper, describing the need for expediting and fa-
cilitating medical research to determine if so many patients
and doctors are right in arguing that smoking marijuana
could alleviate the symptoms of a significant number of

patients suffering from a number of medical conditions, in
ways that could not otherwise be done.

The background paper was prepared by the Chairman of
the FAS Drug Policy Committee, Harvard Professor Mark
A. R. Kleiman.

The FAS petition read:

TITLE: EXPEDITE RESEARCH ON MEDICAL

MARIJUANA FOR THE SERIOUSLY ILL

Based on much evidence, from patients and doctors alike,
on the superior effectiveness and safety of whole cannabis

(marijuana) compared to other medicines for many pa.
tients —suffering from the nausea associated with chemo-

therapy, the wasting .~yndrome of AIDS, and the symptoms

of other illne,~ses —-and based on the lack of incentives for
profit-.~eeking corporations 10 validate the effectiveness of a

medicine that cannot be patented, we hereby petition the
Executive Branch and the Congre,ys to facilitate and eXPe-

dite the research necessary to determine whether this sub.

stance should be licensed for medical use by seriously ill
persons.

Reviewed and Approved by the FAS Executive Commit-
tee

The petition was released at a press conference called by

NORML in support of “Medical Marijuana Day. ” FAS
President Stone authorized any and all organizations and
groups to circulate the petition for signatures in the interest
of expediting the results. He obsemed that FAS has no

position on non-medical issues of marijuana but only wants
to be sure the research is done promptly. He added:

“There is ample evidence that political fears, legal re-
strictions on research, and tbe absence of a prospect for

profits, are combining, in an unconscionable way, to pre-
vent both doctors and patients from knowing whether they

should, or should not, use marijuana in a variety of medical
circumstances.

“This includes not only those familiar with marijuana
but, also, those many millions of persons, like myself, who

have never smoked anything, including tobacco, but who
would certainly want to know, if they came to have one of
these relevant medical conditions, whether smoking mari-

juana is medically more indicated than some other medi-
cine. Who is going to give them credible advice if the
research is not done? And how are they going to get the
substance legally if the research does not exist on which to
base the right of physicians to prescribe it?”

❑
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FAS Award to Stone for Public Service; Higinbotham Memorialized

On December 16, FAS President Jeremy J. Stone was
awarded the FAS Public Service Award for 1Y94 in an
elegant dinner ceremony for 50 guests in the Lyndon John-
son Room of the U.S. Capitol. The award followed a
memorial service for William A. Higinbotham who died on
November 10 and for whom the FAS headquarters is now

named. (See FAS PIR of November/December 1YY4 and
adjoining box). Stone was praised by a number of officials

and colleagues for his diverse achievements.
FAS Chairman Robert Solow lauded Stone for “acts of

foreign policy entrepreneurship in Cambodia, in Peru and
in Kosovo”; for inducing FAS to branch out “to public
interest issues that grow naturally out of the organization’s
past: space, the trade in weapons, and secrecy in govern-
ment”; and for finding, funding and encouraging young
experts and designing “a neat outlet for their talents”

through independent newsletters.
Stone, said Solow, has understood that most scientists,

economists and political scientists are “fundamentally pas-
sive”, tending to be satisfied when “they think they under-

stand something’’—leaving it to others to “make the right
thing happen’,. But, he said, “making things happen is
exactly what turns Jeremy on. He is God’s own activist”.

Solow continued:
“I was going to say that he has learned how to turn the

knowledge and interest of the scientific community
into purposive action in the policy arena. But he did not

learn that art; it is truer to say that he invented it. Tbe last
thing that needs saying is that Jeremy’s activism is never for
its own sake. He desperately wants action to be based on

knowledge and understanding, and to be directed toward
just and virtuous goals. Sticking to that has turned Jeremy
into one of the moral leaders and key intellectual spark
plugs of the peace movement for over two decades. ”

FAS Fund Chairman Richard Garwin said Stone has

been “forceful, imaginative, and successful” in his stew-
ardship of FAS but that it was for “personal contributions”
that he was being given the FAS Public Service Award.

Garwin cited Stone’s 1Y63 paper “Should the Soviet Union
Build an Anti-Ballistic Missile System?” and reminded the
audience how Stone had spent “the next decade in the style
so familiar to us, urging American and Soviet scientists and
their governments to adopt an ABM Treaty ’’—efforts that
included two books and five self-financed trips to the Sovi-

et Union (with his wife, B .J. Stone, who learned Russian
for the purpose) to lobby Moscow.

“One of Jeremy’s strengths is to combine personal diplo-
macy with prodigious energy in acquiring information, an-

alyzing it, and providing inspired output, ” Garwin
said. He gave as an example the first scientific delegation
to China—organized by Stone who, after meeting with
Chou En Lai, pushed effectively for a reciprocal trip.

Upon arrival in the U. S., the Chinese scientists promptly
announced that they were in the U.S. ar “the joint invita-
tion of FAS and the National Academy of Sciences”.

FAS Fund Chuirmun GtirM,in prc,ycnts a plaque (O St<>ne and
cotnm<nd,s B.J. Stone J<]rher lin~,iistic abil;ti<,r that ,supported
St<]n<,’.~w<)rk in Russi<z and Chinu.

As another example, Garwin described the FAS cam-

paign to shame legislators into visiting the Soviet Union by
having a delegation call on them to ask “If you’ve never
been there, how ran you be sure that your policies on U. S.-
Soviet questions are appropriate’?’, Garwin also recalled

Stone’s three years of work to save Cambodia, his hosting
of Cambodia Prime Minister Hun Sen’s visit to Washing-
ton, and his effort to ensure the arrest of the Peruvian

“Shining Path” leader Guzman.
First in a procession of colleagues honoring Stone was

Frank von Hippel, former FAS Fund Chairman, He talked
about Stone’s conception of a tacit agreement by U.S. and
Soviet leaders not to be the first to deploy an ABM, and
the ABM Treaty; how Stone became Andrei Sakharov’s
“most effective defender in the West laying the foun-

dations for the important collaborative effort between

U.S. and Russian scientists on nuclear arms control during
the early Gorbachev era”; how Stone persuaded Senator

Ted Kennedy to back the nuclear-weapons freeze move-
ment at a crucial juncture; and how he had assisted other
persons’ careers, including his own (von Hippel’s) in U.S.
Russian activities and that of David Albright in Latin

American non-proliferation activities,
With regard to non-FAS activities, Council on Foreign

Relations Vice President Alton Frye commented on

Stone’s “incredible versatility” and noted that Stone had
been responsible for ensuring—’’with a campaign of insid-
ious effectiveness’’ —that the Board of the Council on For-

eign Relations became a “truly elective body”, And
Charles Price, former Chairman of the Board of Swarth-
more College, commented on Stone’s “insight and deter-
mination” when in 1982 Stone, as President of the Class of

1Y57, persuaded Swarthmore College to name its presi-
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dent’s house after Courtney C. Smith, a former president
who died of a heart attack during :1sit-in by black protest-

ers in his office in 1Y6Y.
Ann Druyan, the elected Secret~lry of FAS zlnd ChzIir-

person of the Awards Committee, stiid Stone’s work “sym-
bolized providing truth to power and giving science the
good name it deserved” and that his career was “:1 master-
piece of human conscientiousness”.

On behalf of the Federation, shc prcscntcd Stone with

an original copy—one actually autographed by Albert

Einstein—of the 1933 edition of “The Fight Against
War,” statements collected by Alfred Lief and published
with a foreword by Einstein who dcclarcd: “1 consider it
my duty to confess my pacifist conviction publicly. ”

Memorial Service for Higinbotham

On December 16, the plaque naming the FAS He:id-
quarters for Winy Higinbotham, mounted on the outside
of 307 Massachusetts Avenue, N. E., was unveiled and a
memorial ccrcmony held in the Lyndon Johnson room of
the U.S. Capitol.

In a benediction, FAS expressed the hope that “the
spirit of this man, who walked among us in such a way as to
excite our admiration, respect and lc>ve, would be infused
into the walls of our building and would characterize c]ur
work and guide our hand forever more. ”

Letters praising Higinbotham were read by Ann
Druyan. One written by Freeman Dyson, FAS Chairman

in 1962, recounted his early experiences with FAS:
“One of the things that attracted me most strongly to

FAS was the spontaneous and unhierarchical way in which
it functioned. Coming fresh from England, I found it amaz-
ing that tbe leader of FAS was not Sir Somebody Some-

thing but this young fellow Winy Higinbotham w,ho had
grabbed the initiative in 1Y45 and organized the crucial
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di:doguc between scientists and c(}ngressmen. In 1947,
Winy was already a Icgcndary figure, a symbol of the

“ordinary guy” who changes !Iistory by d(]ing the right
thing at the right time. To me Winy W;ISalso a symbc>l of
the good side of America, the open society where cvcryonc

is free to make a contribution. Winy just happened to
m:{ke one of the biggest contributions. ”

Attending the ceremonies were Winy’s sister, Dorothy”
Higinbotham Osgood—for 12 years herself a key adminis-
tnltive official of the Federation; Winy’s SOII William B.
Higinbotham and Winy’s daughter Julie Scblctter, hcr hus-
band and two sons. After colleagues remcmbcrcd Winy as

a scientist, Mrs. Schletter spoke movingly of him as a
father and grandfather. It was announced that the Federa-
tion had agreed that the plaque would be reinstalled if the
he+ldquarters were moved and that, if FAS were ever to
close its doors, the plaque would bc offered to the Higin-
both:lm family.

Von Hippel Rejoins FAS

Frank von Hippel, longtime FAS of-
ficial, is in residence with the FAS

Fund”after serving 18 months in the
O~ce of Science and Technology Policy as Assistant Direc-
tor for National Security, a position he resigned December

31. He will return to Princeton University at the end of the
summer. While at FAS, von Hippel may be reached by
telephone directly at (202) 675-1021, and by e-mail at “cee-
sC@igc.apc.Org >>. ❑
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